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We have had a similar discussion on this
website regarding delayed healing, however I
would be very interested to know what % of
people praying for healing are actually healed
of a particular problem. From what I have
read, sometimes people are healed of various
other maladies running alongside, but the
ailment they are really interested in getting
rid of persistently remains. One does hear on
the site testimonies of healings, ofcourse, but
there also seems to be a high percentage of
people who dont get the healing they are
striving for. Are we seeing a 'fall-off' of
christian scientists because healings are few
and far between or perhaps the 'fall-off' in
church members is nothing to do with the
efficacy of prayer but more a general trend. I
love christian science but whether one can rely
on it 100% for healing I am just not sure. If
christian science is completely reliable how can
we prove it more consistently in our own
experience. Also how can we get away from
feeling we 'are not doing something right' or
in other words 'guilt'when healing does not
occur.

Like (1)

1.  Oct 18, 2011 1:36 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

We do not record numbers or percentages. The healing impact of
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prayer in Christian Science goes way beyond anything anyone can
measure in such limited ways.  Every prayer helps to leaven or  elevate
the whole of human thought forever and so no prayer is wasted. The
testimonies published in the periodicals as well as those mentioned in
the articles published tell of the individual  healings people are having
today. All of your questions have been replied to many times over by
posters to these forums. Perhaps you need to start taking them to God
only, in private and/ or with the confidential aid of a Christian Science
practitioner an/or certified Christian Science teacher. As you have been
told before, there are many who are available to work on a benevolent
basis as well as many who will even work, in some way, with those
under medical care.
 
When working on a claim that has not yielded,  I dig in deeper, work
harder, express gratitude for all the good already at hand. It is always
worth it to keep praying, even if I am not getting the healing I might like
to have. It is bigger than that. Every time I pray, the whole world is
blessed by it. That is good enough for me. if my stuff gets healed along
the way, that is nice too. But it is keeping thought on the big picture
when the little picture suffers, that  makes my journey a spiritual
adventure and not some ongoing torture.  
 
In this way, I see that the individual problem, no matter how big or
perisitant is not important enough to keep my from praying for the
world. And when I deny the problem it's importance, it has no power or 
place in my thought or life.

Report Abuse Like (1)

2.  Oct 18, 2011 3:09 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I love the insight that Eugene Petersen had with the healing of the man born
blind, in his Bible interpretation, The Message:.
 
Jesus was IN the world, but he was never OF the world. He lived constantly
in the Kingdom of Heaven, the consciousness of harmony, but not so his
disciples! Their thought was very much of the world and what their five
senses told them.
 

1-2 Walking down the street, Jesus saw a man blind from birth.
His disciples asked, "Rabbi, who sinned: this man or his parents,
causing him to be born blind?" 3-5Jesus said, "You're asking the
wrong question. You're looking for someone to blame. There is
no such cause-effect here. Look instead for what God can do.
(John 9 The Message)

 
I put it to you Caz, that you also are asking the wrong question. Look instead
for what God can do and if you can't, then perhaps it's time to heed what
Mary Baker Eddy says on page 443:14-12 of Science and Health.

Report Abuse Like (0)

3.  Oct 18, 2011 3:49 PM (in response to rejoices777)

Judy Rae
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Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you Barbara, its good to be reassured that one is not doing anything
'wrong' I have once, again contacted someone regarding treatment, however
I got the same reply as usual,which can be disheartening, although in
fairness he did say  I could email him with any further questions I might have,
which was nice. Thanks also to Judy Rae for an alternative way of looking at
things.

Report Abuse Like (0)

4.  Oct 18, 2011 5:35 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Caz, just what is "the same reply as usual"? No-one can judge a case fairly
from outside the practitioner-patient relationship, naturally. But if multiple
practitioners have turned down the same case, it does suggest they are all
sensing some element that - under present circumstances - would make
taking the case unwise for the practitioner and unhelpful to the patient.
 
What Barbara and Judy Rae have said here, Caz, is nothing that hasn't
already been said to you by many, many people in these forums over the
past several months. None of it seems to have made any difference. We all
want the best for you. But no-one, not even a practitioner, can work with
Christian Science from the basis of a mortal with a physical problem that may
or may not be healed, and try to fix it. And no-one, not even a practitioner,
can make you move your thought from that basis to the spiritual basis that
Barbara and others have talked about. It has to be your own decision.

Report Abuse Like (0)

5.  Oct 18, 2011 5:41 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Disheartening ? I would be DELIGHTED to have a Christian Science
practitioner happy to meet me right where I was and help in any way
possible under the circumstances. If I was in your situation I would take
full advantage of all help offered to me. Even if a practitioner can't give
direct  treatment to someone on meds, that practitioner is still praying
in general for whatever comes into their day and even that general
prayer can have  great power to help move along any situation that
comes up. I know there are a lot of practitioners reading this post, who
I can see smiling and nodding as they read this. lol

Report Abuse Like (0)

6.  Oct 18, 2011 10:09 PM (in response to Courtenay)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Courtenay wrote:
 

Courtenay
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And no-one, not even a practitioner, can make you move your
thought from that basis to the spiritual basis that Barbara and
others have talked about. It has to be your own decision.

Courtenay
 
Isn't that the task of the practitioner, to move the patients thoughts, (with
God's help) more in line with the spiritual, so that the metaphysical can take
effect.. The fact that the patient has requested this is their decision.

Report Abuse Like (0)

7.  Oct 19, 2011 1:26 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

To answer the title question, I personally have found Christian Science to be
100% reliable without a doubt.  I have relied upon this healing for 30 years. 
Gratitude is a great way to begin, and I'm very thankful for the writings of
Mrs. Eddy.  I have found that what she says is absolutely true:  God is All.
 
Intangible ideas are difficult to grasp at first blush, so we need to persist as
each person works out one's own salvation.  One need not ask several
people to pray for one, since (I believe Christian Science ethics require this)
only one person pray (or work) for someone in need ... (I'm certain it's a rule
of practise ... woo-hoo! Courtney!  where's our secretary?) ...  Mrs. Eddy
gives us all the answers we need - thus the "key to the scriptures" ...  but,
unlike the answers in the back of a crossword puzzle book, we need to
decipher the message correctly.  We never copy the answers all out on the
puzzle, that would be cheating ... instead, we work hard at it until we
complete or someone helps us figure it out.  Healing often requires effort. 
However, once one sees God's Allness then all troubled thoughts fade away
like mist in the early morning sunshine.   peace and love, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

8.  Oct 19, 2011 1:53 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Scomm,
 
Yes, I probably should have phrased that better. I wasn't referring to how
Christian Science treatment itself works (which is a topic for another thread!).
What I meant was that it's not the practitioner's job to personally persuade
(let alone force) someone to put their whole trust in Spirit, if the patient hasn't
come to that decision of their own accord. I'm talking about where the
individual's thought is, by the way, not how far along they may be in letting go
of medication or other material means.
 
One can easily go to a practitioner and say "I have such-and-such a problem
and I want to be healed." But if the patient's thought is still primarily focused
on a material condition (with all its human history or painful complications or
dire prognosis), and on fixing or relieving that condition - rather than on
discovering more about God and about what it means to know oneself as
God's reflection - then Christian Science treatment may not actually be the
wisest or most effective option for that patient at that time. And if the
practitioner senses that, he or she may, in all honesty, refuse to take that
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case - for the good of both the patient and the practitioner.
 
I remember quoting this once before, but there was a striking article by Nate
Talbot a few years ago that made this point very bluntly (click the title for the
link to the whole article):
 

The true alternative to material medicine

You’re interested in an option to conventional treatment,
might Christian Science be worth exploring? Maybe not! A
lot depends on why you’re interested.

If you want nothing more than good physical health, for
instance, then think twice before exploring Christian
Science. Yes, it may heal you. But other systems may at
least remove the symptoms without making spiritual
demands on you to grow the way Christian Science does. In
a sense, this approach to healing is as much a radically
different religious experience as it is a whole new way to
think about healthcare. It’s truly an entire way of life—a way
that strengthens the very fiber of your moral and spiritual
being. The blessings are significant. But so are the
demands.

Report Abuse Like (1)

9.  Oct 19, 2011 2:01 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

adele wrote:
 
One need not ask several people to pray for one, since (I believe
Christian Science ethics require this) only one person pray (or
work) for someone in need ... (I'm certain it's a rule of practise ...
woo-hoo! Courtney!  where's our secretary?) ...

 
Did you mean Courtenay???    (yes, it is pronounced the same, by the
way)
 
I agree, Adele, it is a rule of practice, and I remember there was an excellent
Journal Q&A on this topic a number of years ago. Not sure where to find it,
though (until the CSPS launches the new online archive for subscribers - I
can't wait!!), and I can't think of any other exact references just now. Maybe
someone else could help here?

Report Abuse Like (1)

10.  Oct 19, 2011 4:37 AM (in response to Courtenay)

Courtenay
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Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

However one may wish to rely entirely on christian science, sometimes, for
various reasons, it may not be possible. However I would just say that if the
motives are pure, I dont think it matters. Healing is not exclusive to C.S. as a
4 year old child my mother took me to a Pentacostal church where a certain
pastor was visiting for a few weeks, I had been visiting hospital twice a week
for a long time for a breathing difficulty, I remember the feeling of Love in that
church where we all linked hands and sang songs and the pastor put his
hands on my head. I can still feel the buzz of electricity which went through
me. We went twice but I only remember that one time, I was healed from the
second visit. It was Love that healed. Subsequently through prayer meetings,
I have been healed as many others have. A healing ministry here in southern
England, regularly has healings, some dramatic, some not. Notwithstanding,
C.S.  is one of the most important things in my life as the love in Science &
Health is sometimes palpable and it is this love that heals. Love does not
discriminate, you dont have to be a C.S you dont have to be 100% sinless,
you dont even have to follow everything suggested in S & H. 100% as long
as your motives are pure and you are taking on board the ideas in S & H.to
the best of your ability.. Love would not be love if you had to get everything
right to see it made manifest. What C.S. does for me is to help me see that
love is everything & everywhere,it helps me see I am completely perfect
(even if it is difficult to always recognize) . The ideas in S & H are radical and
go against everything many of us have been taught from day 1 - but
somehow they make sense. What I am trying to say, albeit not very well, is,
Love is the healer and C.S. helps me to understand that better than anything
else I have found.

Report Abuse Like (1)

11.  Oct 19, 2011 7:49 AM (in response to Courtenay)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Courtenay wrote:
 
 
One can easily go to a practitioner and say "I have
such-and-such a problem and I want to be healed." But if the
patient's thought is still primarily focused on a material condition
(with all its human history or painful complications or dire
prognosis), and on fixing or relieving that condition - rather than
on discovering more about God and about what it means to know
oneself as God's reflection - then Christian Science treatment
may not actually be the wisest or most effective option for that
patient at that time. And if the practitioner senses that, he or she
may, in all honesty, refuse to take that case - for the good of both
the patient and the practitioner.
 

 
This makes a lot of sense..................
 
However there must be many like me who do need healing, and would
honestly take relief from whatever source was available.
 
My preferred source has to be God and in the way that Mrs Eddy advocates
in Christian Science...I personally envy the Scientists who have this
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dedication and commitment, and who seem to be able to put it all together
 
To certain extent this required dedication is a barrier, in that with every day
"mortal" duties I don't commit time to Bible reading or examination of spiritual
thoughts. I do try to spend time reading Science and Health, and to a certain
extent rely on Mrs Eddy's understanding of the Bible as a substitute for my
own lack of knowledge.
 
I know that an identifiable problem is doubt. (maybe mesmerism can over
come this,.... Joke)

Report Abuse Like (0)

12.  Oct 19, 2011 8:08 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

scommstech wrote:
 
However there must be many like me who do need healing, and
would honestly take relief from whatever source was available.

 
Well, that's pretty much what I was saying, and indeed what Mary Baker
Eddy says in the passage Judy referred to - S&H 443:14 - 444:12. No-one's
got a monopoly on healing!    Particularly if we're struggling, we each
need to feel free to choose whichever system we feel most comfortable
placing our confidence in - whether it's Christian Science, another
denomination, conventional medicine, alternative therapies, or anything else.
 
None of this makes one bit of difference to God, who, after all, doesn't know
anything about sickness and disease, let alone about methods of curing
them! What matters is that the patient has the freedom to find what works
best for them where they are right now, and to keep on growing from there.

Report Abuse Like (0)

13.  Oct 19, 2011 8:39 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Well Courtenay, it would be very fine to be able to say that someone in
desperate need would call on a practitioner NOT because their focus was on
healing but for a far more loftier reason. Forgive me for saying 'get real'   
Ofcourse whoever rings a practitioner wants to feel closer to God, wants to
know the Truth, but reading many many testimonials it seeems to me, that
someone crying in pain and terror, first and foremost wants relief from that
situation. That is not to say they dont want all the good that goes with the
healing of their situation. I feel one has to have ones feet on the ground,
which does not prevent looking upwards - Is there any shame in saying I
want to be healed, not in my opinion. Some may only want healing (and they
often get it despite not wanting to go deeper) but many others will want the
closeness of God too. I do understand  why you made the comment, but it
seems so idealistic even alienating (because of fearing one can't achieve
such a spiritual way of thinking at those particularly acute times) and often its
just not the way it really is for many people. I think a good practitioner can
get to the root of what  is the problem and give guidance and treatment... to
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harmonise the situation, after all that is the job they have chosen to do.

Report Abuse Like (0)

14.  Oct 19, 2011 10:41 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

caz wrote:
 
Well Courtenay, it would be very fine to be able to say that
someone in desperate need would call on a practitioner NOT
because their focus was on healing but for a far more loftier
reason. Forgive me for saying 'get real'

Thanks for being so blunt and honest, caz; it's refreshing. I have to agree
that Courtenay's post saying that "I want to be healed" is an illegitimate
motivation comes across as sounding harsh, and a bit stuck up. I know she
didn't mean that, but oh well. Anyways, God loves you. Period. You do
deserve the healing you're looking for, dear, absolutely.
 
I'm reminded of a healing that Mrs. Eddy did that would be good for some
other forum members here to review before they point another scolding
finger at caz. It's in Mary Baker Eddy: Christian Healer, the amplified edition,
and I'm sorry but I don't remember the page number. She healed an insane
woman who was hallucinating that she was being asphyxiated by a giant
snake. In reality of course, there was no giant snake crushing this woman,
but she certainly believed it was real! The book describes how for a moment
Mrs. Eddy turned away from the scene and prayed to God. The next moment
she asked, quite loudly and directly, Has it gone? No response. She prayed
once more, and then asked once again, with authority, Has it gone? And the
woman was completely healed of the insanity, at which point Mrs. Eddy gave
her a great big hug.
 
But what was there to be "gone"? Clearly there was no snake to begin with.
So why did she ask the woman that question? Why didn't she just say
something like, "there is no snake; you're just hallucinating!"? Or, "stop
hallucinating!"? No, she prayed and then asked the woman, "has it gone?"
Was she conceding that the snake had been real, and that now it left? Mrs.
Eddy would have made no such concession in her own thought. But in
language, the way in which she addressed this woman, she did meet her
exactly where she was at. She did not demand a level of understanding that
she was not at yet, she did not scold her or link her to articles by Nate Talbot
about reasons why she isn't getting healed; she just lovingly embraced her
and healed her completely. Caz is no less deserving of the same love.

Report Abuse Like (2)

15.  Oct 19, 2011 11:10 AM (in response to Gordon Myers)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you, my comments were not in the least meant to be confrontational,

Gordon Myers
220 posts since

Jun 10, 2010
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just that sometimes the ideas seem so far above where I am just now, that I
dispair of ever attaining them. X

Report Abuse Like (0)

16.  Oct 19, 2011 2:15 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Caz, why stop going to a pentecostal church?  You still could get much
benefit and inspiration.   I do.  
There is something I want to share, it is probably old hat to you all, but my
friend the pentecostal pastor gave me a DVD with a talk by Rob Bell, about
the universe being spiritual, and I enjoyed it greatly.  Then I went on good old
Google and found a website of the Mars Hill Church, and I feel that they
really are inspired, joyful and serious Christians.   
 
Then I wondered why many churches seem to prosper, and the Christian
Science  Movement is .... well not actually doing that in questions of
numbers.  Then I thought, perhaps the teachings of C.S. are a bit too far out
for most people, the spiriutal bar is set rather high.
But I am positive that Christian Science is leavening and inspiring the whole
Christian world.  Even Rob Bell.  Maybe that is one of  the Church main
purposes at present.  (?)
 
Another thing is that the C.S. Church services are not exactly appealing to
everyone.  Church can seem very stodgy for many persons.  Like a thick
Yorkshire pudding.   If there were a C.S, Church here where I live, I would be
a member, but I would also visit the pentecostal services as much as
possible.  They are  fuzzy, loving, joyful, heartfelt.
 
I am not trying to give destructive criticism, but I just share a straightforward
honest appraisal,  to the best of my understanding.   My wish is for the
Science of Christ to transform the world.  But  Wisdom warns:  "It is well to
wait till those whom you would benefit are ready for the blessing."  S&H 238
And: "Beholding the infinite tasks of truth, we pause,- wait on God.  Then we
push onward, ....."  S&H 323.
"Wait patiently for divine Love to move upon the waters of mortal mind, and
form the perfect concept."   S&H 454.
 
Mrs. Eddy wrote she found herself to be: "a willing disciple at the heavenly
gate, waiting for the Mind of Christ."
Well, we can sit down with her at that heavenly gate, and wait, watch and
work.       I feel unworthy to write all this really, as I have not overcome all sin
in myself, but  I am working on it.            Jake.

Report Abuse Like (0)

17.  Oct 20, 2011 11:05 PM (in response to Courtenay)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

(Oops!  please forgive me for leaving out your e.)   Another lively discussion
... great!  I would be most grateful if someone could confirm this "one
practitioner at a time" policy or rule in Christian Science. 
 

jacobus
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It was my late practitioner who told me about this.  She used to say, before
she was a prac and when she worked as a nurse, that she was specifically
not allowed to pray for the person, but only tend to the physical bandaging or
what was required in that sense, because the practitioner was doing the work
on behalf of the patient.  She told me about this many years ago, and this is
why whenever I have in the past decided to go with a different practitioner, I
would first advise the first one of my intention, and request that person cease
working on my behalf.  I know it sounds very strict, but this is the way I have
understood it for years. 
 
PS Gordon:  I love Nate Talbot and his inspiring insights! 
PS Jacobus I love thick yorkshire pudding but yes, have noticed that the CS
church is very much "getting down to business" inasmuch as reading the
Bible and Science & Health with key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy,
not like some church establishments who have social announcements and
such ... but it is certainly the right church for me. 
PS Caz, Thank you for your posts, I have enjoyed them, and it matters not
how healing comes just that it does come, since in reality, it all derives from
God, being All in All and as such He knows nothing of our troubles, He only
knows us as His precious spiritual and perfect kids!
peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

18.  Oct 20, 2011 5:13 AM (in response to jacobus)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Well I was only 4 at the time and living in the North East of England, but yes,
I dont think its disloyal to attend other churches as well. I do however LOVE
my C.S. church. We are a small bunch but they are all without exception
lovely people and when I am able I hope to do a lot more than I am doing at
present to help them out. It seems that the bulk of the work is done by only a
few people. This is frustrating, but I am not able physically to do very much
for them at the moment. Thank you for the info. x

Report Abuse Like (0)

19.  Oct 20, 2011 8:42 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

This is from Retrospection and Introspection, Mary Baker Eddy's
autobiography Page 88
 
[It is already understood that Christian Scientists will
#not receive a patient who is under the care of a regular
#physician, until he has done with the case and different aid
#is sought. #The same courtesy should be observed in the
#professional intercourse of Christian Science healers with
#one another.]
 
Also, this passage from Science and Health , page 424, encourages
privacy in each case:
 
[It is not more difficult to make your‐
#self heard mentally while others are thinking about your
#patients or conversing with them, if you understand
#Christian Science — the oneness and the allness of divine
#Love; but it is well to be alone with God and the sick
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#when treating disease.]

Report Abuse Like (0)

20.  Oct 20, 2011 10:36 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Barbara Whitewater wrote:
 
This is from Retrospection and Introspection, Mary Baker
Eddy's autobiography Page 88
 
[It is already understood that Christian Scientists will
#not receive a patient who is under the care of a regular
#physician, until he has done with the case and different aid
#is sought. ##

 
Could this not be interpreted as allowing spiritual healing, not just support, to
be offered to a patient once the patient knows that the material aid although
ongoing, (insulin for diabetics etc) will not cure their problem.
 
The physician has effectively with drawn from the case and the patient is
turning to God for help. It is irrelevant that they themselves lack the
conviction to authorise the self healing themselves.
 
However it is a spiritually authorised request.................. Could it be that the
letter of the law (or legal issues) are muddying the waters.

Report Abuse Like (0)

21.  Oct 20, 2011 11:14 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

We do not mix medicine with metaphysical treatment because
metaphysical treatment destroys the belief in material power and
medicine reduces the trust in absolute spiritual power and this can
diminish the  two methods  and leave the patient with not enough of
either to keep them safe.  This is a dangerous thing to invite as it
attemps to mix two opposite medicines and this is never wise.
 
While we all know that Spirit should have precedence over any
situation,  the fact remains that the patients thought must not be
divided, Plus there is the medical thought that is resting on the case as
well  and experience has shown this does not work well. This does not
mean that the patient can't still be praying and the practitioner can still
be encouraging them and helping them to inderstand Gods love better.
Hopefully this will eventually help the patient to feel safe about giving
up the medicine entirely.  But in the case of mixing we are talking about
specific direct metaphysical treatment mixed with material medicine 
and this does not work well for the reasons just cited. There are many
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places in Mrs, Eddy's wrtings where she instructs on this issue.
 
What muddy's the waters is the patients lack of faith in the all power of
Spirit. Now it has been said well the practitioner should be able to fix
that. But Mrs. Eddy has written many times over that one needs the full
surrender of the patients thought and there are states of human
thought that resist this kind of help to the hilt. It would be ever so nice
and tidy if every treatment resulted in an instant and complete healing.
But , again, Mrs. Eddy learned from her experience that the human
does not always yield totally to Spirit. If it did we would all be
ascended.  And the Bible says that there were places where even 
Jesus did not do much healing work because of their unbelief. I am
sure one of you Bible wizards can help me with where in the Bible that
is found. 
 
In Science and Health we find: 219
 
[Entire immunity from the belief in sin, suffering, and
#death may not be reached at this period, but we may look
#for an abatement of these evils; and this scientific begin‐
#ning is in the right direction.]
 
We don't really blame practitioner or the patient. We just try to keep
everyones thought as fully and happily dependent on God as possible
and we all do the best we know how, over and over and over again.
 
Notice, too that in the previous post it talks about 'courtesy' . i like to
think that if a doctor is on a case, he deserves the courtesy of having
the patients full faith in his method. That may be a bit of a stretch here,
but that is my sense of it. It is not the same as expecting it to be ok to
the doctor if a patient prays. But a metaphysical treatment absolutely
denies  that a doctors treatment has any power  . So why would we
want both?

Report Abuse Like (0)

22.  Oct 20, 2011 11:21 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

In addition to what Barbara shared about having only one practitioner at a
time, here
is an excerpt from the notes taken by Joshua Bailey in Mrs. Eddy’s Primary
Class, February 25 – March 5, 1889:
 
“It is not right for more than one Scientist to treat a
patient at the same time.  If he is a Scientist, he is enough.  If
not, two are worse than one."

Report Abuse Like (2)
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23.  Oct 20, 2011 11:28 AM (in response to MikeDavis)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Wow, Mike ! That is great and a good warning to those trying to get a
healing from a group of posters in a public forum. lol

Report Abuse Like (0)

24.  Oct 20, 2011 11:32 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Barbara Whitewater wrote:
 
We do not mix medicine with metaphysics because
metaphysics destroys the belief in material power and
medicine reduces the trust in spiritual power and this can
cancel the two methods out and leave the patient with not
enough of either to keep them safe.  This is a dangerous
thing to invite as it attemps to mix two opposite medicines
and this is never wise. While we all know that Spirit should
have precedence over any situation,  the fact remains that
the patients thought must not be divided plus there is the
medical thought that is resting on it and experience has
shown this does not work well.

 
In all fairness this argument could be applied to all situations. The case of the
snake bite. The patient feared death and called a practitioner. If that patients
fear of death was stronger than the practitioners beliefs then the patient
would die.
 
I was thinking originally of the absolute situation. Although it has been said
that there were cases that even Jesus failed in his healing. This I believe has
been attributed to the mental hostility by those seeking the healing,  in his
ability to provide a spiritual cure.
 
It make one wonder, why, if they had sought his help, they would not have
had any faith in him....One can only speculate.

Report Abuse Like (0)

25.  Oct 20, 2011 11:38 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you Barbara, however for someone in my position I am then left
between a rock and a hard place.Common sense and the advice of many
different people in the C.S. movement suggests at this stage of my
experience and knowledge it would be unwise for me to stop the tablet I take
each day - on the face of it, my life would be at risk due to having had an
organ completely removed many years ago. I dont actually want to take this
at all, but I accept it for now. Several C.S. practitioners are aware of this
situation, and have kindly given me treatment in the past. Many more have
kindly offered to support me-  and I have accepted all help on various
occasions.... as any help I have asked for has had nothing to do with the
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original problem. My thought has never knowingly been divided, as I take this
tablet like someone would put on a wooden leg, for example.... for the
moment I use it... but my thoughts are completely elsewhere and the odd
thing is this dosage is being reduced and reduced which is very unusual. I
have had loads of healings during these last years, some major, and many
smaller, so having to 'compromise' has not stopped the power of Divine Love
in my life, and nor should it, as it would not be Divine Love if it discriminated
against me, due to these circumstances.Several people I know (as I have
mentioned before) have had major, amazing healings without knowing about
C.S.at all, and in one or two cases while they have been rattling with pills....
so in an ideal world I would love to be able to follow C.S. 100% but being
able to follow it 95% has still and is still having a beneficial and healing
influence on my life. I understand and respect your reasoning ... but life is not
clear cut and there are a vast amount of variables. May I just add that in  one
of our books on Spiritual Healing, there is an account of a man who had a
severe heart attack and was not expected to survive, he was taking about 30
pills a day, however he walked out of the hospital a couple of weeks later,
fully healed, having embraced C.S. to the best of his ability. Those accounts
are not rare and perhaps its how the person is thinking that tips the balance,
rather than the circumstance they find themselves in.

Report Abuse Like (0)

26.  Oct 20, 2011 11:36 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

scommstech wrote:
 
 
In all fairness this argument could be applied to all situations.
The case of the snake bite. The patient feared death and called a
practitioner. If that patients fear of death was stronger than the
practitioners beliefs then the patient would die.
 
I was thinking originally of the absolute situation. Although it has
been said that there were cases that even Jesus failed in his
healing. This I believe has been attributed to the mental hostility
by those seeking the healing,  in his ability to provide a spiritual
cure.
 
It make one wonder, why, if they had sought his help, they would
not have had any faith in him....One can only speculate.

Oops
 
Went back and realised that Barbara had touched on this.................

Report Abuse Like (0)

27.  Oct 20, 2011 11:45 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I know , Caz that you are dealy loved by God . And that is the best thing
I can know for and about you.

scommstech
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Report Abuse Like (0)

28.  Oct 20, 2011 11:47 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Where it states 'Hold thought steadfastly to the enduring the good and the
true etc. it does not say, the good things will not come into your experience if
you also a) have a glass of wine, b) have some coffee, (not decaff) c)  take a
vitamin. What I am trying to say is,it is your thought that counts irrespective
of if you are or are not following C.S. to the letter. Ofcourse one wants to do
one's best, but if perfection is required to find healing, not many people
would be healed!

Report Abuse Like (0)

29.  Oct 20, 2011 11:47 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you Barbara - Love is everything for sure X

Report Abuse Like (0)

30.  Oct 20, 2011 11:51 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Well, it helps me , in thinking about this comment about Jesus, to be
patient with myself and others and not to get discouraged or give up
just because not everything works out exactly as hoped. It just makes
me want to work harder and learn more about God.

Report Abuse Like (1)

31.  Oct 20, 2011 12:29 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I do feel that there is absolutely no reason why practitioners can't pray for a
patient's general spiritual development if not for a specific problem.
 
I am inclined to think also that if the correct metaphysical idea is fully
understood then multi prays should be more effective.
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The idea of mass opinions causing mortal errors is working on the same
principle, albeit working as a destructive force.
 
People cheering on a runner demonstrates the idea. If some shout go left,
and others shout go right, whilst others shout go forward, yes this will disrupt
the runner. However if they are all shouting go on, then the encouraging
effect is amplified.
 
Metaphysics seems to be the key to introducing spiritual change, but the
correct idea must be first understood. This to me can be a major stumbling
block.

Report Abuse Like (0)

32.  Oct 20, 2011 12:50 PM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Because Mary Baker Eddy proved everything before she wrote it, then I
look to her writings for everything I need to know in regard to healing in
Christian Science. The more i follow Mrs. Eddy's exact line of spiritual
reasoning and her proven instructions, the better things go for me. She
knew that humans sometimes get impatient so they try to put their own
spin on things ( not talking about anyone here-just a general
observation). But she met this kind of thing with the following
statement in Science and Health. page x:27
 
[Only those quarrel with her
#method who do not understand her meaning, or dis‐
#cerning the truth, come not to the light lest their
#works be reproved. No intellectual proficiency is req‐
#uisite in the learner, but sound morals are most de‐
#sirable.]
 
And I can't know or understand her meaning more by studying her
writings less. What also works best for me is, as I study, I know God is
the best one to improve my understanding and interpret her writings for
me  as I go along.

Report Abuse Like (0)

33.  Oct 20, 2011 1:53 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
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I may be wrong but at times I do feel that Mrs Eddy makes allowances for the
exploration of her ideas. She does mention mass opinion and its cumulative
effects, and she does state that incorrect metaphysical understandings can
be harmful to the patient. She also expands on the idea that 3 x 3 is not
contradictory in thinking that  300000000 x 300000000 is also equally true.
(unless I've left a 0 off)
 
Of course her book is the definitive source of Christian Science, but should
that mean that there has to be a limit on ones interpretation....A Scientist
once said Quantum mechanics didn't end when Einstein died.
 
Personally I regard many of the posts as just an examination of ideas, Often
the more ideas means a better understanding, certainly not in any way a
quarrel

Report Abuse Like (0)

34.  Oct 20, 2011 2:07 PM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I agree. What I love a lot  about Christian Science is that I can get all
that I need in the way of understanding and interpretation from God
directly. And so can everyone. So while it is great to share ideas and
unfoldment, I do not have to DEPEND on another seeker to spoon feed
me the Truth, ya know?  And spiritual exploration is wonderfully
unlimited and individual. But it also can be really personal. Like
sometimes, and I know I am not alone in this, I may have an earth
moving AHA moment , alone with God and I share it with my most
trusted CS fellow explorer and they look at me like I am nuts. lol  So ,
for me, much of what God unfolds for me, feels specifically customized
to my need at my individual moment and that helps me to be happy to
know I have an intimate individual  relationship with Mind, as well as a
beauitiful spiritual fellowship with other explorers . Very Cool.

Report Abuse Like (0)

35.  Oct 20, 2011 3:24 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Yes, I was thinking about a similar thing to this. 
 
Each case is so individual.  And it's important not to compare what we are
going through with another's experience.  Why have they had their healing
and I have not; Are they better, do they understand better, is their thought
more receptive?  No, no, no.  We are each on our own individual and unique
walk with God.
 
It's inspiring to read and hear about another's healing but that's because it
shows us what is really true - what the substance is - of each of us. 
 
God doesn't see us has having anything removed either through our own
actions, accident or disease.  He sees us as each whole and complete, and
therefore, we are! 
 
There was a beautiful testimony yesterday on the online Wednesday
testimony meeting of the Mother Church. While a man was at work, his
friends dog came in, and he was missing an eye!  The man sat quietly with
the dog and prayed.  He shared the ideas and inspiration he prayed with in
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the testimony.  When he looked down the eye was restored. 
 
At first I thought - "what? how is this possible?  it was missing!  it was
restored so quickly!"  But I prayed; and I realized that there was no missing
eye.  There wasn't anything missing in God's creation.  Only whole, complete
and perfect being.  It was only a mental image of an accident, harm,
destruction, etc that was presented.  And all he had to do was restore the
mental image to the true image.  This really reminded me of places where
when asked how she could heal so quickly, Eddy replies that His (God's)
work was never undone. 
 
What an inspiration and light this healing has been to me!

Report Abuse Like (0)

36.  Oct 20, 2011 4:14 PM (in response to lindsey)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

As a dog lover as well as a seeker, that testimony is an inspiration to me
also. My doggy has a few 'issues' as he is not in the first flush of youth,
perhaps I may try and see him in this way. Thanks

Report Abuse Like (0)

37.  Oct 20, 2011 8:38 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi, When I was very young in Christian Science, there I have to admit that
were a couple of times when I asked for some prayerful support when really,
I could have done more work for myself.  I found that inevitably the day
would unfold in such perfect order, just as promised in "God's kingdom" not
like it was normally when I was not receiving treatment, or spiritual support. 
It wasn't really me seeking God but rather, it was my being insincere in taking
up the practitioner's time to help me with my (small) issues when if only I had
studied harder, I could have progressed faster or better.  However, it is what
it is or it was what it was.  I just knew that perfect day awaited me whenever
a practitioner prayed for me but my selfishness has turned into unselfishness
over the years.  God was working with both me and the practitioner, and she
always reminded me that both of us benefit from our communications.  Just a
thought.  peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

38.  Oct 20, 2011 11:04 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
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Thanks, I knew there was some authority for my thinking that other than
being told.  I had a practitioner once tell me that she could not continue with
me now or in the future, and gave no reason - not sure what that was about
but I thought it odd she said nor in the future ... however, I just kept going
and contacted a different one.  Since God knows our needs, He directs us to
whomever can best help us.  peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

39.  Oct 21, 2011 4:29 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Yes I have had that happen to me by someone quite well known in the
Mother church. I have got to say I was very hurt because it was inferred the
person did not really wish to be involved with me again. and I have never
known if I did something wrong, I dont think so. So it still smarts a little and I
wondered why someone obviously very spiritual, would say that... I suppose I
thought they would be more loving. Whenever I hear of them or see them I
dont feel badly towards them at all, but there is this little nugget of sadness
because I
felt 'let down' in an hour of need. However I have to learn to 'let go' and 'let
God' Just thought I would mention that incident because it must happen from
time to time for many people and they just learn to move forward, with Love.

Report Abuse Like (0)

40.  Oct 21, 2011 6:15 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Barbara Whitewater wrote:
 
What muddy's the waters is the patients lack of faith in the
all power of Spirit. Now it has been said well the practitioner
should be able to fix that. But Mrs. Eddy has written many
times over that one needs the full surrender of the patients
thought and there are states of human thought that resist
this kind of help to the hilt. It would be ever so nice and tidy
if every treatment resulted in an instant and complete
healing. But , again, Mrs. Eddy learned from her experience
that the human does not always yield totally to Spirit. If it did
we would all be ascended.  And the Bible says that there
were places where even  Jesus did not do much healing
work because of their unbelief. I am sure one of you Bible
wizards can help me with where in the Bible that is found.
 

Well I wouldn't describe myself as a "Bible wizard" Barbara, but I do have
Concord 
 

And when the sabbath day was come, he began to teach in the
synagogue: and many hearing him were astonished, saying,
From whence hath this man these things? and what wisdom is
this which is given unto him, that even such mighty works are
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wrought by his hands?  Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary,
the brother of James, and Joses, and of Juda, and Simon? and
are not his sisters here with us? And they were offended at him. 
But Jesus said unto them, A prophet is not without honour, but in
his own country, and among his own kin, and in his own house. 
And he could there do no mighty work, save that he laid his
hands upon a few sick folk, and healed them.  And he marvelled
because of their unbelief. (Mark 6)

 
In John 5, we are told of Jesus asking the crippled man if he wanted to be
made whole and he replied that he never managed to reach the pool where it
was believed that an angel came down and troubled the water and then
whoever was first in the pool was healed.

In these lay a great multitude of impotent folk, of blind, halt,
withered, waiting for the moving of the water.

So, why didn't Jesus heal all the multitude? Why did he only go to the one
man?
 
Jesus could read mortal thought - he knew who was receptive and who was
not, who wanted to repent and reform, who wanted to live a life to glorify God
and those who simply wanted to be more comfortable in matter. He showed
divine wisdom.  He only healed those who came to him, not those who
stayed at home (stayed in their old habits of thinking). I think it was Mrs Eddy
who said words to the effect, "Share your light freely, but do not give away
your oil."
 
By let's think about this more widely. Why didn't Jesus simply click his fingers
and heal the whole world? Would it have made any difference to most?
Would they not have simply gone back to their old ways of thinking and thus,
their old problems and complaints?
 
Was it Jesus' mission to make us more comfortable in matter? Is that the
mission of Christian Science? Jesus came to bring mankind a whole new
way of thinking and living that proved that the Kingdom of Heaven is here
and now. Jesus came to wake mankind from the fog of the hypnotic delusion
that says we are born into matter and will die out of matter, but that in
between, matter has life and intelligence and holds us in its mercy. He came
to prove evil powerless, he came to prove that life was deathless and love
does conquer hate.
 
Jesus came to shine a light in the darkness "that comprehended it not", to
show mankind the way of salvation from this fog, this delusion, this hypnotic
illusion:

And he will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering
cast over all people, and the vail that is spread over all
nations.  He will swallow up death in victory; and the Lord God
will wipe away tears from off all faces; and the rebuke of his
people shall he take away from off all the earth: for the Lord hath
spoken it. (Isaiah 25)

And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought
against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels, 
And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in
heaven. 
And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the
Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was
cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.
(Rev 12)
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What is the dragon? Where is the dragon? I would say that when we have
problems that DRAG ON there is a huge clue as to what to do about them!

That false claim--that ancient belief, that old serpent whose name
is devil (evil), claiming that there is intelligence in matter either to
benefit or to injure men--is pure delusion, the red dragon; and it
is cast out by Christ, Truth, the spiritual idea, and so proved to be
powerless. (Science and Health 567)

It is simply not enough to say that we know that darkness does not exist. If
we stay in darkness, we will be affected by it - we will stumble into objects
and if we were driving in darkness, it could be catastrophic! We have to shine
a light in darkness - the light of Truth and that is the activity of the Christ.
 
I was reading a wonderful talk on disarming animal magnetism, where the
speaker, Jack Hubbell was asking his audience to imagine that they had all
been hypnotised into believing that there was an elephant up on the stage
with him. What would they do about it? Would they call a zoo keeper to
remove it? As they were Christian Scientists, would they know that there is
no destructive element in God's kingdom? Would they get the Concordance
and look up what Mrs Eddy says about elephants? (I'll add), would they try to
find testimonies where people had got rid of elephants through prayer?
 
Now, what about if someone came in late, who hadn't been hypnotised?
They would immediately see that there was no elephant to be got rid of. Mary
Baker Eddy tells us that:

  Jesus beheld in Science the perfect man, who appeared to him
where sinning mortal man appears to mortals.  In this perfect
man the Saviour saw God's own likeness, and this correct view
of man healed the sick.  Thus Jesus taught that the kingdom of
God is intact, universal, and that man is pure and holy. (Science
and Health 476)

Jesus never allowed himself to be hypnotised into believing he was seeing
imperfection, disharmony, evil. Pure Christian Science is this true "beholding"
- it is shining a light onto the darkness of mortal delusion and the darkness
disappears. That darkness includes all the hatred, evil and limitation so
prevalent in the world today. We are all needed to pray for the world, to hold
crime in check and aid in the ejection of error, to embrace all in love, to play
our part in establishing the Kingdom of Heaven on earth. Christian Science is
about "What can I do for God?" not "What can God do for me?". It's about I
AM, not about me. It is not about fixing matter, or making us more
comfortable in matter.
 
 

 
Message was edited by: judyrae to add a little more

Report Abuse Like (2)

41.  Oct 21, 2011 8:14 AM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Everything you have said, I believe is true. I know its not about fixing matter,
it is about knowing our Father. however, I would be interested to know, if you
were in a terrible pain, for example, would it never enter your head that you
wanted to have relief (in matter) or would you be able to say, well I dont want
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relief in matter, I just want to know God better. (Maybe one would lead to the
other) I am just interested, not trying to be confrontational or anything. Its
lovely to know how others think in dificult times.

Report Abuse Like (0)

42.  Oct 21, 2011 8:26 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

This reply is not directed to anyone in particular here. It is just a place
to put it because this subject keeps coming up.
 
The good practitioner does all that they can to help as many people as
they feel they can at any given time.
 
The best practitioner has the integrity, love, courage and humility to say
no to a case that they know , for whatever reason, may be beyond their
reach and might possibly be better handled by someone else. When
Jesus was in the place where the unbelief was, he did not linger there .
He used his time on earth to heal as many as were ready . Why some
seem more ready then others is a question that may never be answered
to the satisfaction of those still struggling.
 
I had a lady whose case was not yielding until it came to me that she
was lonely and was afraid that if she had her healing she would not be
able to talk to me every day  any more. So one day i just said, I promise
if you have your healing , you can still call me any time just to visit.
Then she had her healing. And she does not call me every day to visit.
So perhaps her loneliness was healed as well. :O)
 
If we had all answers to all questions we would all be ascended. Until
then, some thoughts that confront us in practice are thick as mud and
as hard to move. Some people just do not want to forgive. Some do not
want to give up bad habits. Some just are so afraid of being controlled
that they resist the treatment. God is all powerful but we as humans
have far to go to be able to prove this all of the time. I worked for one
man for years before I knew that he was secretly on meds.  I don't know
why these things happen-I just know that they do and I have to just not
give up and move on to the next case.
 
We have to be alert enough to know when to stop"casting our pearls
before swine" and move on to those ready for the help we are available
to give.
 
For patients and practitioners to blame each other is pointless and
counter productive.  Until I can walk on water or fly like a bird, there
may be patients or cases that i just can't reach. Part of the humilty of
spiritual maturity says, ok, maybe I have to say no to this case or that,
maybe I wish this one could have worked out better. Maybe I wish my
husband was still alive.  But i will keep trying to be a better healer to
the best of my ability and i can't afford to be wounded or discouraged 
by someone elses unsatisfied demands on me.
 
Like everyone else, there are a couple of issues I would like to see
resolved that still have not yielded. But if i have more to learn about
Gods love, that is a happy thing for me and not something I will whine
and complain about or blame others for. I will go to our Father and say,
how can I love more? What is being spiritually demanded of me? How
can I be a better healer? I always have a choice. I can blame and
complain or I can pray and praise God.
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The Manual of the Mother church page 87 leaves choice of patients to
the spiritual intuition of the healer:
 
[Choice of patients is
#left to the wisdom of the practitioner,
 
Not every choice I make will be popular . But I am not here to be
popular. I am here to help save lives and I need to not be afraid to do
what my spiritual instinct says is best,  under all ciscumstances.  every
step of the way.
 
I love you all so very much, I am every day humbled and moved by the
effort you all make to dig and explore and question and learn and ,
most of all to help love and heal each other.  Don't give up. I know that
it's not easy. If it was easy, everyone would be doing it. (From the movie
"A league of their own-spoken by Tom Hanks.)
 
I hug you all with my heart.
 
 
 

Report Abuse Like (1)

43.  Oct 21, 2011 8:44 AM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Oh, Judy, I love all that you  posted here. Especially the drag on thingy.
Wow.
 
As for the pool event- I think the message here is that the majority of
people in this world are not going to want or understand or be receptive
to spiritual healing. But that can't stop us from going on with our
mission to help the minority who are ready, because a greater majority
is being blessed even if we think we can't see it.  Jesus did not linger
with those that laid around waiting for matter to heal them. He moved
on, full steam ahead with his mission and so must we all.
 
Our prayers are NEVER wasted. I still maintain that everytime we pray
the whole of human thought is elevated by it. That is what Mrs. Eddy
called leavening. For me, that explains the overall progress made by
mankind over the centuries.  If I had said, well my husband died so I
will not pray any more, where would i be today?  Instead I said, I will
work harder and pray more and study more  so maybe next time
someone else will not die so young. But also, i know it helps to bless
this world in ways beyond anything i can measure by the individual
cases that come to my every day. It is so much bigger then we think .
That's the real reason why we do not give up. It is so much bigger than
the one case in our face.
 
And for myself, if I have an unresolved issue, I do not ask why am i not 
yet healed.  I just think, cool. I am one prayer closer to healing.

Report Abuse Like (0)

44.  Oct 21, 2011 8:49 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
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caz wrote:
 
Everything you have said, I believe is true. I know its not about
fixing matter, it is about knowing our Father. however, I would be
interested to know, if you were in a terrible pain, for example,
would it never enter your head that you wanted to have relief (in
matter) or would you be able to say, well I dont want relief in
matter, I just want to know God better. (Maybe one would lead to
the other) I am just interested, not trying to be confrontational or
anything. Its lovely to know how others think in dificult times.

 
I'd say probably everyone, when in pain or any kind of suffering, has the
immediate reaction of "I want this to go away!" (most likely in combination
with "What if it doesn't?" or "What if it gets worse?"). And yes, it's as thought
moves from there towards "I just want to know God better" that healing
happens. I know that's been the case with every healing I've experienced
through Christian Science, certainly.
 
There's another article (from the Journal some years ago) that I keep thinking
of: Flying in the face of fear by Michelle Boccanfuso. It's hard to pick what
to quote here - the whole thing is so good! - but I've always remembered this
healing that the author describes, and how it came about. Here are the
beginning and the conclusion of the article (with some emphases added):
 

I looked up and saw complete terror. It took a second before
I realized that the face in the mirror was my own. I had been
trying to stop the sudden heavy bleeding of a growth on my
chest, not realizing how afraid I was. But looking in the
mirror arrested my thought.

Knowing I couldn’t ignore the anxiety I was feeling, I asked
myself, What are you most afraid of? Immediately I thought,
I’m afraid of dying. Then I asked, Well, even if death were a
possibility, what would you do with the rest of your life? My
answer wasn’t unfamiliar to me—All I’ve ever really wanted
is to be a better healer. So I faced the mirror and
declared,That’s your prayer for today.

The bleeding soon lessened, and I was able to apply a
bandage. When I was done, I realized that by questioning
the fear, I had broken through the feeling of being
paralyzed. And even though the problem still loomed large, I
was no longer at a standstill. I could now move forward with
prayer.

..........................

The Christ, as the pure manifestation of God’s image,
refocuses thought, casting spiritual light on disease and
fear, and thereby destroying them. With a Christ view of
reality, the human mind can no longer accept the blurred
distortions of fear. And when the element of unselfishness is
added, thought can move from busily tending
symptoms for one’s own benefit to embracing one’s
divine purpose to bless others. This prayer embodies to
some degree the spirit of healing that St. John described
when he wrote, “Perfect love casts out fear”—a promise that
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applies to healers in every age (I John 4:18 NKJV).

Perhaps it is that moral element of unselfishness in
spiritually focused prayer that can make a difference. It was
in my case. No longer tending symptoms, I spent the rest of
the evening pondering, praying, and searching for
inspiration. But rather than focusing on changing my
physical condition—and there was still a lot of fear
when I thought of the situation—I soaked up every
inspired idea I could find that spoke of being a healer
through the reflected power and presence of God.

According to Scripture, I was the image and likeness of
divine Spirit. And Science and Health explained that nothing
could impair my divine ability and power to heal. Mary Baker
Eddy wrote: “Rise in the strength of Spirit to resist all that is
unlike good. God has made man capable of this, and
nothing can vitiate the ability and power divinely bestowed
on man” (Science and Health, p. 393). Girded with these
ideas, I glimpsed my eternal purpose as a healer. And
when the fear taunted me with the thought that I might
not be healed myself and should give up praying, the
threat almost seemed off topic. I realized, But that can’t
possibly stop me from being a healer!

The next morning I discovered that both the bleeding and
the growth were completely gone—and they’ve never
returned. Of course, my gratitude was boundless.

Report Abuse Like (0)

45.  Oct 21, 2011 8:50 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Science and Health page 464- You may have already been given this
answer but maybe you forgot it.:
 
[If from an injury or from any cause, a Christian Scien‐
#tist were seized with pain so violent that he could not
#treat himself mentally, — and the Scientists had failed
#to relieve him, — the sufferer could call a surgeon, who
#would give him a hypodermic injection, then, when the
#belief of pain was lulled, he could handle his own case
  #mentally. #Thus it is that we "prove all things; [and]
#hold fast that which is good."]

Report Abuse Like (0)

46.  Oct 21, 2011 9:01 AM (in response to Courtenay)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Courtenay posted :
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"But that can’t possibly stop me from being a healer!"
 
 
That is exaclty the whole point of it all.....

Report Abuse Like (0)

47.  Oct 21, 2011 9:53 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Some times I think that there could be more openness and clarity between
practitioner and patient.
 
Many non CS patients do not really understand the principles that
practitioners operate under and sort of expect the same conversational
exchange as found in a doctors surgery.
 
My wife was initially turned down by a practitioner because she questioned
certain events recorded in the Bible. She couldn't accept that the Bible as
written is the inspiration for the practitioner. He or she can't just change this
position on the whim of the patient.
 
I half managed to get her to not treat this as an issue, and to trust the
practitioner. She wrote him a letter and he did offer help, although I know that
she has a strong will of her own.
 
I think that it would have been more helpful to her if the practitioner had
explained to her himself how his acceptance of the Bible was a foundation
for his faith and to have it questioned was counterproductive.
 
Jesus' method of healing and Christian Science's does appear to relay on
shifting the balance of  understanding from the mortal to the spiritual. If this is
not  fully understood by the patient, any of the benefits hoped for have to be
put into jeopardy

Report Abuse Like (1)

48.  Oct 21, 2011 10:33 AM (in response to jacobus)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Jake,
 
Although I have a great respect and gratitude for the teachings of Christian
Science, I tend to agree with what you are saying. I've never been to a
Pentacostal church but I think there is a certain rigidity to the CS branch
services I've been to although one branch can differ a lot from another.
 
I looked up 'Everything is Spiritual' by Rob Bell, (youtube). I had not heard of
him before, and was surprised to find it quite riveting and very uplifting. In
fact, it has revived my inspiration about Christian spirituality and added to my
understanding of God and Genesis. There are parallels with some of what
Mrs. Eddy wrote, which was so far ahead of the times she wrote them, and I
also felt like it was something of a current update of contemporary
information that she would not have had access to in her time. One thing in
particular that I noticed as well was the sense of joy, and also a great sense
of humor.
It reminded me that not only is our spiritual study supposed to be enjoyable,

scommstech
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but our very lives are also supposed to be filled with joy.
-I do think that joy and even fun, is something that should be given more
recognition in terms of its healing effect.
 
Also, he very inteligently presents mathematically and  scientifically based
ideas which are new to me relating Genesis to the structure of the Universe,
as well as the structure of Genesis itself; and everything being spiritual.
So, thank you for mentioning that lecture.

Report Abuse Like (0)

49.  Oct 21, 2011 10:41 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Dear Scomm.-It is understandable that you are inclined to see this
situation this way. However, I would be cautious not to  presume to
know or judge all that another is thinking or what is guiding their words
or actions, especially between practitioner and patient. These are
meant to be confidential relationships, partly to protect them from the
opinions of others who may not really have all the spiritual facts in the
case.
 
Sometimes a patient will say to me, " I know what you are thinking" and
they could not be more wrong with their guess. Sometimes, the patient 
thinks they know what their case is about and it turns out to be
something totally different. So again, as I said in an earlier post, putting
blame on a patient or practitioner just pulls thought away from leaving
the whole matter to God. 

Report Abuse Like (0)

50.  Oct 21, 2011 10:53 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Barbara Whitewater wrote:
 
Dear Scomm.-It is understandable that you are inclined to
see this situation this way. However, I would be cautious not
to  presume to know or judge all that another is thinking or
what is guiding their words or actions, especially between
practitioner and patient. These are meant to be confidential
relationships, partly to protect them from the opinions of
others who may not really have all the spiritual facts in the
case.
 
Sometimes a patient will say to me, " I know what you are
thinking" and they could not be more wrong with their
guess. Sometimes, the patient  thinks they know what their
case is about and it turns out to be something totally
different. So again, as I said in an earlier post, putting blame
on a patient or practitioner just pulls thought away from
leaving the whole matter to God. 

Hi Barbara
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Why I mentioned this particular incident was because the practitioner on
hearing my wife's Biblical opinions said "Oh I can't work with you"  My wife
couldn't understand why this was said.................Thats all.

Report Abuse Like (0)

51.  Oct 21, 2011 10:56 AM (in response to chrissa)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I know that not all church experiences are the same for everyone. But
in all the(30)  years that I have attended Christian Science branch
church services I have never felt  them to be  rigid. I love the Bible
lesson so much that it matters not  one hoot to me if one reader is a
little less animated than another or if the organ is a little squeaky or if
the ushers hair looks goofy  or whatever.
 
I love the message of the lesson soooo much that it is always fun for
me to hear it read. I know it is sometimes just a matter of personal taste
and certainly each person should follow their heart and attend the
church that inspires them the most.
 
I am just very happy that I get what I expect to from Christian Science
branch services-joy, peace, inspiration and healing.

Report Abuse Like (0)

52.  Oct 21, 2011 11:12 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Yes, Scomm, I know and I understand why you feel the way you do.
And I am not trying to be defensive here , although I am afraid it might
sound that way. I just want to say in all fairness to all parites
concerned, practitioners never want to hurt people but sometimes we
just don't know all that goes into a practitioners choice and that needs
to be left to God.  And, yes sometimes, we need to be more careful
about how we reply to others. But it is never meant to hurt anyone,
even if we know we have to take a certain stand. 
 
I have sometimes had my feelings hurt by a practitioner who was not as
gentle as I might have wanted. But now that the shoe is on the other
foot, so to speak, I have a better understanding of what we all have to
do. It is not easy to say no to someone. But sometimes, even if they do
not like it, we just have to. And there have been times when I have
regretted the way I handled a case. It has always humbled me that God
has forgiven me and allowed me the opportunity  to do better next time.
 
Still, in the end, the best we can do for anyone , especially when we feel
humans have let us down, is to leave it all to God.
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53.  Oct 21, 2011 1:07 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hello everyone,
 
I've been following some of these threads for awhile, and I would like to add
something here. This is to nobody in particular, but just to address a couple
of issues that have been brought up.
 
The topic of sensitivity has come up,  and the thought that comes to me is
something Mary Baker Eddy wrote from the short article called "Taking
Offense" in Misc. Writings. On page 224 she writes "It is our pride that makes
another's criticism rankle, our self-will that makes another's deed offensive,
our egotism that feels hurt by another's self-assertion. Well may we feel
wounded by our own faults; but we can hardly afford to be miserable for the
faults of others." The remaining article goes into more detail and is one I
would recommend reading regularly. I would post more of it, but I don't have
the software version of the Concordance.
 
I myself also have experienced some of this with others, but as it has been
said, we just don't know what is always going in another's thought. And to be
troubled by someone's response is counter productive to our own healing
and well being. I also invite people to consider doing two things before
contacting a practitioner for treatment. 1 - give some solid prayerful thought
as to who you should call, i.e. ask God. This will help to eliminate contacting
someone that may not be able to work with you for whatever reason. 2 - give
gratitude for the role or "office" of the practitioner. These dear people are
dedicating their lives to helping others, making sacrifices that most of us can't
or won't make.
 
I also find it helpful to keep my thought prepared or receptive to the Truth.
Besides doing the daily lesson, I've found that reading S&H, 20 pages a day
is a huge help. I've read through it a few times before, but recently my wife
and I have just finished it doing this way, and all I can say is that I've gained
more out of doing this than by just reading a few pages at a time or none at
all. It only takes about an hour a day, and by doing 20 pages, I've found that I
get a much more comprehensive reading out of it. It would take me months
to finish reading through S&H before, but by committing to 20 pages a day, it
only takes 5 weeks. We've started doing the New Testament this way as well,
and again I am learning so much more. The funny thing is, I am not someone
who I consider to have great concentration skills nor much of a reader, and
yet doing this helps me to get a clearer grasp of what I'm reading.
 
Hope this helps.

Report Abuse Like (1)

54.  Oct 21, 2011 1:12 PM (in response to 4good)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank  you Michael :-)  and welcome. 

Report Abuse Like (0)
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55.  Oct 21, 2011 3:30 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I loved your post too Barbara - full of wisdom! 

Barbara Whitewater wrote:

I had a lady whose case was not yielding until it came to me
that she was lonely and was afraid that if she had her
healing she would not be able to talk to me every day  any
more. So one day i just said, I promise if you have your
healing , you can still call me any time just to visit. Then she
had her healing. And she does not call me every day to visit.
So perhaps her loneliness was healed as well. :O)
 

I can quite believe that. I work in the Reading Room and we often get people
who are very lonely - if you let them, they would be on the phone for hours,
just telling you their problems and complaints. Sometimes they are just
wanting attention and there's very little about God there - it's all me, me, me.
We respond with a mixture of love,inspiration, humour and firmness (after
half an hour!) I always regard it as a healing when these dear ones stop
phoning.

I worked for one man for years before I knew that he was
secretly on meds.

I remember hearing a talk where a patient had a cancerous growth which
wasn't being healed and she finally said that she had decided to go to the
doctor. The practitioner said that was fine and that she must do whatever she
decided, but then after putting the phone down, really addressed the
mesmeric pull that says that we can be helped through material means. The
woman got so busy that she forgot to go to the doctor and the next time she
looked, the growth had gone. In that case, it was the underlying world belief
(that she had bought into) that was saying that medicine heals, that was
obstructing the healing in Christian Science.

Like everyone else, there are a couple of issues I would like
to see resolved that still have not yielded. But if i have more
to learn about Gods love, that is a happy thing for me and
not something I will whine and complain about or blame
others for. I will go to our Father and say, how can I love
more? What is being spiritually demanded of me? How can I
be a better healer? I always have a choice. I can blame and
complain or I can pray and praise God.

 
Our gratitude is riches,

   Complaint is poverty, (Hymn 249)

Report Abuse Like (0)

56.  Oct 21, 2011 4:28 PM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
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Thanks again Judy

Report Abuse Like (0)

57.  Oct 21, 2011 5:03 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Barbara,
 
I am glad you are having a good experience with church. Mine has been
different than yours and had nothing to do with how anyone's hair looked or
whether the organ was squeaky. Or, whether I appreciated the message of
the lesson.
It had to do with feeling a lack of joy there. And, while the commradery was
intended to be jovial, it seemed forced - for example, I was requested by one
of the congrgation, as a new arrival, to give my name and address at three
separate services, and each time, to actually have to spell my last name,
while everyone looked on. Instead of making me feel welcome, it tended to
have the opposite effect.
And, I wonder if I dare mention, both the readers were male, every musical
solo was an operatic male voice, while the congregation, with one exception,
were all women. So, it did seem to be somewhat male dominated, to me.
I have been to other branches which the service was much better attended
and also a friendlier atmosphere that seemed much more genuine. That is in
another state far from where I currently live.
 
While the service itself was lovely and inspiring, I can also do that from
home, listening to the Mother Church service, or just reading and
contemplating the Bible lesson itself.
 
The point in my previous post was that there was a palpable feeling of joy
just listening to a lecture. And, it was very informative. Maybe Mrs. Eddy
would have liked that lecture - at least, I bet she would have been interested
in how contemporary science supports Christian understanding of spirituality
and the Bible.

Report Abuse Like (0)

58.  Oct 21, 2011 5:33 PM (in response to chrissa)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Sure, I understand Chrissa and I am sorry if my remarks offended. That
was not my intention. Maybe I am just spoiled in that no matter what
anyone else was doing, i was always able to enjoy all CS services. I do
not know why it should be different for others. I just recognize that
sometimes it is.  Maybe its because I came into CS when I was in my
thirties and i am always so happy to be at church that nothing really
bothers me there. Hard to say, you know?
 
Yes, sometimes something new is tried at my branch that may not be
my favorite thing. But nothing so bad has ever happened for me that it
kept me away or spoiled the service for me. it's a funny thing about
people, though. Sometimes another member attending the same
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service will come out all in a huff about something that, frankly I never
noticed or gave importance to.   
 
Mrs. Eddy established Science and Health and the Bible as Pastor so
that , hopefully, all branches would be free of personality and uniform
in what we can expect. But, as we all know they are not. For instance,
both of our readers and most of our soloists are female, even though
half of our membership is male.  We never press visitors for personal
info. So I can certainly understand you being put off by what you
experienced. And it is good that you posted this so that others can
have a better idea of some of what turns people away.
 
It is wonderful that Boston has online services so that everyone can
have church right where they are.  I have heard through Church Alive
blog and other postings that some people have had really bad branch
church experiences. I am so sorry for that. I am grateful to have a
wonderful branch church in Tempe Arizona and I know and hope others
can have what we have, too. We all have the same teachings.
 
And we all have the same God.

Report Abuse Like (0)

59.  Oct 21, 2011 6:29 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I've certainly been to Christian Science services that (to me) were so dull and
stodgy and going-through-the-motions that I sat there fidgeting the whole
way through and thinking "If this was my first-ever experience of Christian
Science, I doubt I'd be coming back..." And I've been to Christian Science
services - same denomination, same Lesson-Sermon, same basic set-up
and pattern of service - that I've found so full of light and warmth and joy that
I'm just about walking on air afterwards. No bells and whistles, no
pretentiousness, just a group of people (whether few or many) gathered
together to affirm and value and love this precious healing message that God
is giving to the world through these two special books, and to support and
love each other as we journey on. My current branch church, and another
one I often visit, are like that; I'm about to move overseas, but I know I'll take
that warmth and love of Church with me, and I'm sure I'll find it manifested
wherever I go.
 
So much really does depend on where our own thought is, and what we
bring to the service in that way. If I'm loving and valuing Church itself (the
spiritual idea), and knowing how vital it is to the world, then like Barbara said,
I'm nowhere near as bothered by the human details. Sometimes, as I said, I
have been to services that might well put me off if I didn't know any better
(it's definitely not just "my" thought, in those cases!), and I feel deeply for
anyone who's had that experience; that's not the way it should be, or has to
be. But of course, thought can change and people can change. I've known
branch churches that were once stodgy and tradition-bound to be
transformed and revitalised, when enough members are awake to what
Church is really about. It does happen.  
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60.  Oct 21, 2011 8:48 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Barbara Whitewater wrote:
 
Thank  you Michael :-)  and welcome. 

 
You're welcome, and thanks for all the inspiration! 

Report Abuse Like (0)

61.  Oct 21, 2011 11:52 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Yes.  Maybe they just weren't into us for some reason.  Perhaps it was just
not a fit, or a case of "simultaneous repulsion" that Mrs. Eddy speaks of
(p.449 of S & H with key to the scriptures) where she talks about first
impressions ... "certain minds meet only to separate by simultaneous
repulsion" ...... I agree, to just let it go and let God.  Since He is All, He has
everything handled and we just need to listen more intently.  The answers
are all there, it is for us to figure them out.  peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

62.  Oct 22, 2011 12:03 AM (in response to scommstech)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

God knows the hearts that speak to Him, I definitely do not agree that He
responds faster or better when a hundred people are petitioning to Him. 
 
God being Love, Truth and Life and Principle, Spirit and Soul ... He is
listening, loving, caring, guiding, comforting ... helping us understand Him,
communicating with us constantly, supplying our needs, putting us where we
belong in His kingdom, kindly showing us how to be, nudging us when we
need it, knowing our spiritual origin, originating us all whilst harmoniously
ruling the entire universe!   peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

63.  Oct 22, 2011 12:35 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Barbara.  This discussion reminds me of when my friend asked me to pray
for him a few years ago.  He introduced me to CS and we had some healthy
discussions about it over the years.  However, I told him no, and said I was
not a practitioner, and he should call one.  He argued with me, and said "yes,
you are so a practitioner:  you've studied this for so long" and I persisted in
declining to work for him.  Furthermore, I told him he should not call me since
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I felt uneasy chatting with him whilst my husband was out working and being
a former boyfriend, it was just wrong.  I basically cut ties.  Then, a couple of
months later I learned through a mutual friend that he had passed on and
nobody thought to tell me!  We just dated for 6 years. 
 
I know I'm not a prac and I felt right in turning him down.  I knew it would be a
struggle since he was very argumentative about every point and I already
knew that I couldn't reach him.  Now he's gone and I feel a tad guilty.  He
was the only person who ever said to me he would love me forever, and I
remember that I replied that that's an awfully long time.  He always did
wonder and seem to have a fascination with death, what it would be like to
die, etc. and now he knows.   He once unbeknownst to me took me to his
father's grave, and so now I know where his remains rest, and his spirit lives
on forever.  peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

64.  Oct 22, 2011 12:29 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I'm surprised that you can't fly yet!  You should be.  I really enjoy reading
your posts, and thank you so much for everything.  If only we could all be as
loving and kind as you are and have been, hugging everyone with your heart
and all:  thank you Barbara.  Whenever I need a lift I can count on this site to
provide it, and thank God for that!  It happens often. 
 
I'm reminded of something my own mom said the other day.  She's not a
CSer and is recovering from an operation she had in the spring.  We were
talking about her coming to the city for a visit.  She feels she is not making
sufficient progress toward healing and said she hates not being able to walk
properly.  I said mom you need to change your thoughts because they could
impede your progress, and we know there is no hate in Love.  And
furthermore, she said, "I have nothing to wear".  peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

65.  Oct 22, 2011 9:04 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Re:Adeles mom-From the Christian Science hymnal hymn 66
 
 
[O perfect Life, in Thy completeness held,
None can beyond Thy omnipresence stray;
Safe in Thy Love, we live and sing alway
Alleluia! Alleluia!]

Report Abuse Like (1)

66.  Oct 22, 2011 9:11 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
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You did everything right, Dear Adele.  

Report Abuse Like (1)

67.  Oct 22, 2011 9:15 AM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

@Adele reGod post-BEEEEEEE-uuuuuutifulll.

Report Abuse Like (1)

68.  Oct 22, 2011 9:01 PM (in response to chrissa)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thanks Chrissa, good to know that I am not alone.  And I agree that in some
churches the same order of service can seem less than inspiring, and in
another church, it can be sweet and fuzzy.  And healing.  But my experience
is very limited.  I knew one lady reader who had a smile on her face while
she read the lesson.  It is all about joy and love.  Grassroots simplicity over
formality and operatic singing and big organs.  
I believe the Mars Hill Church of Rob Bell fits that description, and I think
they reach a lot of people with the gospel.
Google it up, folks!   It is about reaching people, changing, comforting.  Non
denominational, non fundamentalist.
We serve a living God, not a denomination.  Maybe we can do more to
leaven thought towards increased spirituality.  Mrs. Eddy wrote that the only
thing that makes Christian Science differ from the rest of the Christian
Churches is their increased spirituality, but I cannot find the passage at the
moment.   Judy, your post on this subject is dynamite, great work!  It is not
only words, it is the conviction and thus the power behind them.  In the
beginning was the Word.....   I am going to read it one more time.   Only
know good!    Jake.

Report Abuse Like (0)

69.  Oct 22, 2011 10:08 PM (in response to jacobus)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Miscellaneous Writings, page 21
 
"As the ages advance in spirituality, Christian Science will be seen to depart
from the trend of other Christian denominations in no wise except by
increase of spirituality."
 
Let´s be contagious.

rejoices777

jacobus

jacobus
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Report Abuse Like (0)

70.  Oct 23, 2011 2:43 AM (in response to jacobus)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

jacobus wrote:
 
Let´s be contagious.

Love it! 

Report Abuse Like (0)

71.  Oct 24, 2011 10:50 AM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

HOla mira,por lo que ,vemos en las declaraciones de  nuestro Maestro
Cristo JESUS es el camino(su pensamiento)     dice asi si tubieres fe como 
un grano de mostaza direis a este monte pasate de a qui alla y seria echo,y
si creeis jamas dudando tendreis todo lo que necesiteis, si alguno tiene falta
de sabiduria  pidala a Dios y le sera dada.Eso dice La Santa
Biblia,Concidero quepara ello nuestra conciencia TIENE QUE 
ESPIRITUALIZARSE  para llegar  a ser una con La Unica Mente, EN
TONCES NO HAY CUESTIONAMIENTOS SOMOS SOLO REFLEJO Y
EXPRESION ,SOLO TESTIGOS DE LO QUE YA ESTA ECHO,ES PUES LA
FE LA CERTEZA DE LO QUE SE ESPERA LA CONVICCION DE LO QUE
NO SE VE,LA BASE DE NUUESTRA CIENCIA DIVINA,como lo dijo Mary
Eddy.DIOS PERFECTO Y HOMBRE PERFECTO...Solo Dios  y su reflejo en
nuestro pensamiento nuestra conciencia  y nada mas...pienso que eso es la
curacion en La ciencia,tan pura sin crreencias que la contaminen  como en
Genesis y vio Dios lo que habia echo y he aqui era BUENO EN GRAN
MANERA,UNICO RINCIPIO UNICA MENTE UVICA VIDA,VERDAD Y
AMOR.

Report Abuse Like (0)

72.  Oct 24, 2011 1:52 PM (in response to 4good)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hello Michael, I have the book Reading S & H in a Year which one can use in
conjunction with S & H. It advocates reading approx 2/3 pages a day and
writing down what one has gleaned from those pages. I think if you have
someone to read S & H alongside you will probably get through more pages
and can discuss what you have learned together, that is a lovely way to read,

Judy Rae

Edith Rodriguez

caz
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however if reading alone the accompanying book is also a good choice. The
writing down of ideas on what you have read stops one from whizzing
through just to get 'more pages under your belt' which I have been guilty of in
the past.Also I have my favourite 'bits' and tended to skip to the pages I liked
and skip over what I either did not understand or which did not resonate with
me.There are many ways of reading S & H most of them right as long as you
allow the book to 'speak' to you.

Report Abuse Like (0)

73.  Oct 24, 2011 2:10 PM (in response to Edith Rodriguez)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Si Edith, estás en lo cierto, todo es así tal como lo escribiste.  Ahora
demuéstralo en tu vida y en tu ministerio de sanidad y salvación.   Yo
encontré que es bueno entenderlo, pero no tan fácil vivirlo, y sanar como
sanó Jesús.
 
Hay una influencia en la mente humana, llamado animal magnetism, el
sentido material, la mente mortal, o diablo, que trata de separarnos de
nuestra verdadera Mente que es Dios.  El diablo dice con mucha convicción:
Tú eres un miserable mortal, prisionero en un cuerpo físico, sujeto a toda
clase de enfermedades y muerte.  Dios sin embargo dice: Tú eres un ser
eterno, creado por mi Mente, viviendo en mi Mente como idea. 
 
El amado de Jehová habitará confiado cerca de él;
Lo cubrirá siempre,
Y entre sus hombros morará.
 
El eterno Dios es tu refugio,
Y acá abajo los brazos eternos;
 
Jake.

Report Abuse Like (0)

74.  Oct 24, 2011 2:11 PM (in response to adele)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

It is so easy to feel guilt Adele. I once had a lovely boyfriend who while we
were going out  together took his own life. He had a photograph of me with
him and I was the one to identify him. I knew I had done all I could, but I was
wracked with guilt for years trying to fathom out if there was something else I
could have done, I dont think there was. I just know he is fine, he was a very
good and highly intelligent person and I know he continues.. Once while lying
in bed wracked with guilt several years afterwards I distinctly heard someone
say 'Don't be so stupid!  and the guilt just subsided. From time to time I do
feel upset about it, but I know I was not to blame and that he has gone on to
have the happiness he deserves.

Report Abuse Like (0)
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75.  Oct 24, 2011 2:53 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hola Caz,justamente eso es lo que tenemos que alcanzar y sabes estoy
aprendiendo que es individual ,es tu proceso, eres tu que tienes que
abandonar tu Yo humano. y saber que como lo dijo Jesus  de mi mismo
nada puedo hacer, no eres tu,  Es El en ti,. El lo hizo" Todo"  para nosotros
es tarea de nosotros por medio del Amor,y por su gracia(El conocerle a EL) 
nos conoseremos  como El nos conoce y de ninguna otra forma,y
aprenderemos a ver a nuestro hermano (el hombre) como eL lo creo
perfecto asu imagen y semejanza ,pero primero tenemos que aceptarlo en
nuestra Vida,nuestro corazon  y nuestra concienncia,un abrazo

Report Abuse Like (0)

76.  Oct 24, 2011 3:52 PM (in response to Edith Rodriguez)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hello,
 
Any chance of some English translations for posts 71, 73 and 75 or is the
majority going to be left in the dark? 

Report Abuse Like (0)

77.  Oct 24, 2011 6:27 PM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hola Yudy,te cuento mi ingles es muy limitado por ahora,yo lo tradusco  por
google un traductor en internet , ojala te resulte un cariño grande.

Report Abuse Like (0)

78.  Oct 24, 2011 7:30 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

For those of us who, like me, do not speak one word of Spanish, here is what
the Google translator has come up with - it really does not work. It would be
appreciated if those writing in other languages could put a translation under
their own posts please as the rest of us feel excluded. 
 
Para aquellos de nosotros que, como yo, no hablan una palabra de español,
esto es lo que el traductor de Google ha creado - que realmente no funciona.
Se agradecería que los que escriben en otros idiomas podría poner una
traducción en virtud de sus propios mensajes por favor, como el resto de
nosotros se sienten excluidos. 
 
 

Edith Rodriguez

Judy Rae

Edith Rodriguez

Judy Rae
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Edith Rodriguez 71. Oct 24, 2011 10:50 AM (in response to Judy
Rae)
  Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
 
HOla looks, so we see in the statements of our Master Jesus
Christ is the way (his mind) reads as if tubieres faith as a
mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Move from a qui
there and would echo, and if ever you believe doubt you will have
everything you need, if any man lack wisdom let him ask of God
and will dada.Eso The Holy Bible says, it fits Concidero mUST
spiritualize our consciousness to become one with the One Mind,
EN TONC There is no question We're just a reflection and
expression, JUST aS WITNESSES AND THIS ECHO, Now faith
is the substance of things EXPECTED the evidence of things not
seen, the basis of Divine Science NUUESTRA, as Mary said
Eddy.DIOS PERFECT and perfect man ... Only God and its
reflection in our consciousness and our thinking anything else ... I
think that is healing in science, so pure without contaminating
crreencias as the Genesis and God saw what had echo and here
I was VERY GOOD, ONLY ONE MIND UVic PRINCIPLE LIFE,
TRUTH AND LOVE.

 

jacobus
 
73. Oct 24, 2011 2:10 PM (in response to Edith Rodriguez)
  Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
If Edith, you're right, all is well as wrote. Now prove it in your life
and your ministry of healing and salvation. I found that it is good
to understand, but not so easy to live, and heal as Jesus healed.

There is an influence on the human mind, called animal
magnetism, the material sense, the mortal mind, or devil, who
tries to separate us from our true Mind which is God. The devil
says with great conviction: You are a miserable death,
imprisoned in a physical body, subject to all manner of sickness
and death. But God says: You are an eternal being, created by
my mind, living in my mind as an idea.

The beloved of the Lord dwell in safety by him;

Always cover it,

And dwell between his shoulders.

The eternal God is thy refuge,

And underneath are the everlasting arms;

Jake.
 
 

Edith Rodriguez
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75. Oct 24, 2011 2:53 PM (in response to caz)
  Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
 
 
Hi Caz, just that's what we have achieved and know I am
learning is individual, is your process, it is you have to leave your
human self. and know that as Jesus said to myself I can do
nothing, not you, It's in you. He did "everything" for us is up to us
by Love and by His grace (Knowing him) conoseremos as He
knows us and in no other way, and learn to see our brother (the
man) perfect as I assume the image and likeness, but first we
have to accept in our life, our hearts and our concienncia, a hug
 

 
 
 

 

Report Abuse Like (0)

79.  Oct 24, 2011 8:04 PM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Judy, that is what we call  speaking in tongues.   Maybe we could refer this
individual to a spanish speaking forum, I believe there is one on TMC
Youth?   There is no point is writing in a language very few understand, I was
just trying to be accomodating for one time.  Exception could conform the
rule that this is an English language forum.   Que Dios les bendiga!  Google
translator has its limitation.
Mortal mind would be death mind?     Jake..

Report Abuse Like (0)
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80.  Oct 24, 2011 10:22 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Caz, your post brought this hymn to thought- from the Christian
Science Hymnal # 44
 
Come to the land of peace;
From shadows come away;
Where all the sounds of weeping cease,
And storms no more have sway.# 
#Fear hath no dwelling here;
But pure repose and love
Breathe through the bright, celestial air
The spirit of the dove.
#In this divine abode,
Change leaves no saddening trace;
Come, trusting heart, come to thy God,
Thy holy resting place.

Report Abuse Like (0)

81.  Oct 24, 2011 11:10 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you so much!  I appreciate your kind comments.  I'm sure God is
doing much more than the few things I mentioned, but then, being infinite,
that makes perfect sense. 
 
I've put a bookmark on Hymn 66 that's such a wonderful one, especially all
the hallelujah's at the end - and - I'm so glad you feel I did the right thing
regarding my late friend, that means so much to me.     peace and love,
adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

82.  Oct 25, 2011 1:32 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Caz, thank you for sharing.   I am comforted to know that everyone who has
passed on is still intact spiritually, and they really are alright - they are simply
in another realm.  (hug) peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

83.  Oct 25, 2011 2:37 AM (in response to Edith Rodriguez)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Edith Rodriguez wrote:
 
Hola Yudy,te cuento mi ingles es muy limitado por ahora,yo lo

adele

adele

Courtenay
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tradusco  por google un traductor en internet , ojala te resulte un
cariño grande.

 
Hola Edith,
 
Mi español es tambien muy limitado... I know we are all grateful to have you
here in this forum and we would love to talk with you here. But most people
here don't understand Spanish, apart from Jake (Jacobus).
 
There is an International forum on this website with conversations in many
languages, including Spanish: https://community.christianscience.com
/community/languages
 
If you would like to keep sharing ideas with us here, perhaps Jake or another
Spanish speaker could help you translate your writing into English? I know
that God is the one Mind and the one source of all communication, so there
will always be a way for us to understand each other.  
 
Con un abrazo (I understand that too),
 
Courtenay  

Report Abuse Like (1)

84.  Oct 25, 2011 5:47 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

caz wrote:
 
It is so easy to feel guilt Adele. I once had a lovely boyfriend who
while we were going out  together took his own life. He had a
photograph of me with him and I was the one to identify him. I
knew I had done all I could, but I was wracked with guilt for years
trying to fathom out if there was something else I could have
done, I dont think there was. I just know he is fine, he was a very
good and highly intelligent person and I know he continues..
Once while lying in bed wracked with guilt several years
afterwards I distinctly heard someone say 'Don't be so stupid! 
and the guilt just subsided. From time to time I do feel upset
about it, but I know I was not to blame and that he has gone on
to have the happiness he deserves.

Caz, this reminds me of the mother whose little girl had died and she was
overwhelmed with grief. She contacted a Christian Science practitioner to
pray for her. One night she had a vivid dream and saw a procession of little
girls, laughing and singing, holding candles. Her daughter was at the back,
looking sad and her candle was not lit. Her mother's tears had put it out. Her
mother was able to then let go of all that raw emotion and start to understand
that her daughter was safe, loved, cared for and the next time she dreamed,
her daughter was smiling and singing with a lit candle!
 
You are not doing your friend (or yourself) any good at all carrying on
indulging in guilt and sadness, (especially after you've been told how stupid it
is!)  so let go, once and for all and find freedom for both yourself and your
friend.

Judy Rae
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Report Abuse Like (0)

85.  Oct 25, 2011 5:53 AM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you Judy Rae for those wise words.x

Report Abuse Like (0)

86.  Oct 25, 2011 5:56 AM (in response to Edith Rodriguez)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you I would love to thank you for  replying but unfortunately dont
speak any Spanish. sorry!

Report Abuse Like (0)

87.  Oct 25, 2011 6:11 AM (in response to jacobus)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

jacobus wrote:
 
Judy, that is what we call  speaking in tongues.   Maybe we could
refer this individual to a spanish speaking forum, I believe there
is one on TMC Youth?   There is no point is writing in a language
very few understand, I was just trying to be accomodating for one
time.  Exception could conform the rule that this is an English
language forum.   Que Dios les bendiga!  Google translator has
its limitation.
Mortal mind would be death mind?     Jake..

Hi Jake - yes, Google Translator certainly isn't up to explaining metaphysical
ideas as I illustrated!  I was hoping you'd be the translator!
 
Courtenay just posted the link for the languages pages here
https://community.christianscience.com/community/languages but there has
not been much activity there - perhaps you could start a new thread with
Edith?
 
Here are the TMCYouth forums and also some other Spanish pages, thanks
to this great list I noticed yesterday:
 
https://community.christianscience.com/docs/DOC-5964

caz

caz

Judy Rae
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Forums:
Spanish language forum in TMCYouth: http://tmcyouth.com/forums
/forumdisplay.php?f=33&langid=5
 
Audios:
Radio programas of Herald in Spanish: http://www.elheraldocc.com/heraldo
/radio.jhtml
 
Videos:
Testimonies in Spanish: http://www.elheraldocc.com/heraldo/videos.jhtml

Report Abuse Like (0)

88.  Oct 25, 2011 6:58 AM (in response to Judy Rae)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I hope Edith finds something to her liking on the url´s you just provided.  If
she wants to keep writing on this forum, I can translate.
 
Edith, si quieres escribir más en este forum yo podría traducir tus mensajes.

Report Abuse Like (0)

89.  Oct 25, 2011 7:12 AM (in response to jacobus)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

GRACIAS ,JACOBUS,me encanta pero de ninguna manera quiero
causar,confusion,saludos...

Report Abuse Like (0)

90.  Oct 25, 2011 7:46 AM (in response to Edith Rodriguez)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

OK, está bien, no problem.  I just found that I had a bunch of private
messages from over a year, sorry that I did not respond,  I cannot respond, it
does not work properly.  It took a while to find out how to find these
messages.  This website confuses me a lot.
For some reason it is in Spanish.    So, if you write a personal  message, I
may never see it.     Jake.

Report Abuse Like (0)

91.  Oct 25, 2011 12:37 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

In thinking more about your post, Caz, and you too Adele and others, I
want to add that dealing with death is one of the hardest things any
human has to face. We love deeply and when someone is taken from

jacobus

Edith Rodriguez
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our experience it hurts a lot.  Humans are very possessive- We say this
is MY husband, MY child, My friend , My dog and when the object of our
affection is taken from us we feel robbed! 
 
But at this point of human development, the least we can do for
ourselves and others is to humbly accept that , no matter how hard we
pray or how deep we love, people do die. So what to do? Once when I
was crying with grief and guilt over my husband Jamie,  my practitioner
said," Barbara, you don't have time to cry. You have work to do." This
might have sounded harsh but when I thought about it, I realized the
best way I could honor my husband was to get back to the work of 
learning how to be a stronger and better healer . I saw that I had a
choice . I could let death win by destroying me or I could let Life win
and go on and work harder and love more.
 
The other thing is  I really do know that there is so much more to man
and to life then what the human eye sees. Even though Jamie left us ,
during the time of his illness, there were many healings and proofs of
Gods care. I know that care goes on and I just feel certain that whatever
Jamies sense of Life is now, he feels the full measure of Gods love.
And, you know what? So do I.  Jamie was a Journal Listed Christian
Science nurse and a very loving man. All the blessings of his tender
heart and tender touch remain forever . Love never leaves. It shows up
with new names and faces and in expanded forms of expression. But
Love never leaves. 

Report Abuse Like (0)

92.  Oct 25, 2011 4:28 PM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you very much.  I am writing this in my little notebook.  How wonderful
to have your experience and insight and a reminder that Life sustains all of
mankind and is truly our strength and our divine origin.  Love never ending is
a big thing to remember every day, all day long.  Thanks, Barbara, for taking
the time to give us some upliftment. 
 
I think of all whom I have lost (family friends and pets) and knowing they are
only gone to mortal sight, but still with God as they always were, definitely
comforts my soul. peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

93.  Oct 26, 2011 9:40 AM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Michelle Nanouche, a practitioner and teacher who lives in France, has
written an excellent article in her blog about delayed healing. I will also post
this on the "delayed healing" thread.
 
http://michellenanoucheinenglish.weebly.com/4/post/2011/10/how-much-
longer-will-this-healing-take.html

Report Abuse Like (0)
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94.  Oct 26, 2011 5:32 PM (in response to Amy from Rio)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Thank you for posting, this a great website!  I recommend it to all honest
seekers.

Report Abuse Like (0)

95.  Oct 26, 2011 7:25 PM (in response to Amy from Rio)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

I agree with Jake - such a clear, strong, and substantial explanation of what
metaphysical healing really is all about. I especially love this idea:

The healing didn't occur over time. It occurred out of time, or
rather, when I took myself off the mortal, limited timeline of
humanhood with its ups and downs, and consented to
ever-present blessedness and the divine state of God's man.

 
I did not know Michelle Nanouche had a blog, either, so I'm very grateful to
have this info. I will visit it again, for sure!
Thanks Amy!

Report Abuse Like (0)

96.  Oct 27, 2011 12:11 AM (in response to rejoices777)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Yes and we are also all warmed by the same sun and we all look up at the
same moon.  All in the family of mankind created by Love.  peace, adele

Report Abuse Like (0)

97.  Nov 6, 2011 1:26 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

jacobus
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For myself and for all of us at all times, which MBE defines the only time is
now, Divine Science is Omniscience and 100% reliable.  Our only limitation is
ourselves, if we doubt Divine Principle, Love.  Edith stated it so clearly in the
quote from Jesus.  Our knowing of the Truth will enable Divine Love to meet
our every human need.  Wow, to desire a mountain to move and it does with
only the tiniest bit of knowledge.  Our errors in thinking seem like nothing
compared to that.  I have also experienced a great deal of challenges in my
life, losing love ones, losing sight of myself as God's perfect child.  MBE, CS
and Love always bring me back into the fold and heal me completely in the
end.  These forums of thought and conversations with others help me grow
stronger each and every day.  I'm glad your question was answered by Judy
and I'm grateful for all the loving people engaging in these conversations
on-line or in person all around us.  Bless you all.

Report Abuse Like (1)

98.  Nov 6, 2011 2:41 PM (in response to axisdreamer)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

What  lovely comforting statement. Thank you x

Report Abuse Like (0)

99.  Mar 19, 2012 2:22 PM (in response to caz)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Being new to CS myself I read almost every single responce and I felt them
all to be very informative and educational. I love this faith and cause and I
hope to one day rely on god and CS 100% and stop relying to meds for cure.
I do however disagree with the practioner turning down help to the wife
because she had questions about the bible. U may think I have no business
to have an opinion on that but I look at that as being selfish and very unchrist
like or unchristian like. If I was a CS Practioner Id answer all the questions I
could and make sure that patient if not rhrough me can get help either
another prationer or reccomends an M.D. if need be.

Report Abuse Like (0)

100.  Mar 19, 2012 3:41 PM (in response to JEREMY MONTANEZ)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Jeremy,
 
Glad to hear that you are making progress in your "exploration" of Christian
Science.  It is truly a wonderful religion and your efforts will bring great
rewards.
 
One thing I will say though, each individual is working out his/her situation in
his/her own way.  There is no rote or automatic way to work through any
circumstance.  Each person has to find the right "way" for him/herself.  You
may find that you do not give up the reliance on medical treatment right
away.  That is perfectly O.K.  The Mother Church in Boston actually says that

caz
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it is up to the individual to find their own way in this kind of thing.
 
That is the great thing about C.S.  As you already know, the teachings and
beliefs are not in any way dogmatic.  There is a wonderful sense of openess
in finding your own way.
 
By the way, have you made it to a CS church service yet or a Reading
Room?  There are quite a few CS branch churches in California.  For
example, in the greater Los Angelas area there used to be at one time 43
churches.  I know that over the years some of these have closed, but there
are still quite a few.
 
Talk to you soon.
 
Brad

Report Abuse Like (0)

101.  Mar 19, 2012 4:55 PM (in response to bradthurber)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Brad,
 
Once Thank you for your kid words and your welcoming manner. I have
severe paranoia of driving which restricts me from going to the church thats
20 mins away so I lsiten online to the Sunday Service and Wesnday for now.
Thats another reason I love CS so much is because I know that I will be
healed of these terrbile anxietys and fears I have. I have an extreme fear of
death in cars. I actually have nightmres getting into a Car accident. Thats
also what I love about CS is that its up to the individual if they feel they need
to seek medical attention. I am truly in love with this faith and I am so
blessed and gratful I found it as Iv said Im home this is my religius home and
everyone has been so welcoming and wondeful I couldnt ask for a better
church or faith.
 
Jeremy M, C.S.

Report Abuse Like (0)

102.  Mar 20, 2012 1:12 AM (in response to JEREMY MONTANEZ)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

JEREMY MONTANEZ wrote:
 
....
 
Jeremy M, C.S.

 
Hi Jeremy,
 
Since you are new to CS I thought I would point out that typically CSists do
not place the initials C.S. after their name unless they are advertising as a
CS practitioner.  You can look in the Manual at Article VIII Sect 21 to see
where this is specifically prohibited for members of The Mother Church:
 
Use of Initials "C.S." SECT. 21. A member of The Mother Church shall not
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place the initials "C.S." after his name on circulars, cards, or leaflets, which
advertise his business or profession, except as a Christian Science
practitioner.

Report Abuse Like (0)

103.  Mar 20, 2012 2:48 PM (in response to gabriel123)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Gabriel,
 
 
Yes Iv been told, I dont have a manual yet so I dont know all of what Im not
supposed to do yet. Forgive me anyone who is offended by my putting CS.
:-)

Report Abuse Like (0)

104.  Mar 20, 2012 5:47 PM (in response to JEREMY MONTANEZ)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today

Hi Jeremy,
 
I just read Gabriel's comment about your using the initials C.S. after your
name.  He is absolutely correct in what he says.
 
I must tell you, though, that I noticed that you were using the CS letters after
your name the other day, and it rather made me smile, because I knew that
you were not aware as to the significance of those letters used after one's
name.  Actually, I knew that your use of those initials was because of your
great enthusiam for your "new" religion.  Don't let this very minor thing put
you off at all. 
 
Keep the faith !!
 
Brad

Report Abuse Like (0)

105.  Mar 21, 2012 2:30 AM (in response to bradthurber)
Re: How reliable is Christian Science healing today
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Brad,
 
Oh not im not put of at all. I just got done reading more of Science and health
and read all day a book on testimonies and I post up certain articles and
lectures I find would benefit not only myself but others on my facebook page
plus what CS is and what its all about. I'll be going to  local CS church on
Sunday finnally if its still there so Im excited about that and hopefuly I can
soon becom a member of my branch church but Im not offended at Gabiel or
anyone, they were just trying to help me so I dont make that mistake but like
I said Its my NEW religion and I didnt know but now I do :-)
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